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Feedback from our clients…..
“We engaged Newport Group because we felt our executive communication plumbing was
plugged and even the simplest of tasks weren’t getting done without becoming an ordeal.”
“Trust has increased and we are now comfortably accountable to each other and our collective purpose.”
“The initial step in your process, the business review, gave me tremendous clarity on where we need to get to.”
Tim Maloney

Benjamin Tal
Tim Maloney is Managing Director of Newport Group Inc.
Since 1990, under Tim’s leadership, the firm has designed
and coordinated projects for the senior management of
corporations seeking to define and execute strategic
objectives through an engaged workforce.
As a leading growth strategist, Tim’s articles have appeared
in business publications. The topics focused on strategic
business issues such as creating entrepreneurial cultures,
maximizing strategic growth potential, measuring business
performance, aligning sales teams with strategic corporate
direction, along with strategic and tactical advanced sales
management development.
Prior to his focus on growth strategies, he designed
entrepreneurial programs that assisted over 3,000 participants
in launching viable businesses through partnerships with the
federal and provincial governments and major Canadian banks.
Tim’s ability to effectively guide individuals or large
groups through the strategic process has produced
proven results for his clients.
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Benjamin Tal is a Senior Economist at CIBC World Markets.
In this capacity Benjamin is responsible for analyzing
economic developments and their implications for North
American fixed income, equity, foreign exchange and
commodities markets. He also acts in an advisory capacity
to bank officers on issues related to household and business
credit and risk, and has lectured in the economics and
business programs of various Canadian universities.
A commentator on financial and economic trends in the
Canadian and American media, Benjamin makes regular
appearances on CNBC, Bloomberg TV and Radio. Speaking
frequently to business groups, in Canada and the US, with
a view to translating economic forecast and analysis into
information that can be used for their planning process.
Benjamin holds a Master’s degree in Economics in
from York University.
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